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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2487
Date: 10 October 2019
Hare: Sayor
Runsite: Jalan Ketitir

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

Taman Pekaka or Jalan Ketitir is the home to many, many runs which we have 
done in the past when it was nothing but a wasteland. Nowadays it is a residen-
tial area with residents who have to put up with Hikers, Hashers and Wanderers 
using the many pathways leading up to Bukit Jambul.
Over the years the reputation of  the Hashers has left a sour taste in the resi-
dents’ mouths because of  their behaviour and disrespect to the surroundings. 
We have slowly been trying to patch up that relationship to enable us to continue 
running from there but last Thursday evening has undone all the hard work put 
in so far with the residents!!!
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When I arrived at 5.30pm the host, Sayor, was with the run setters who were 
relaxing with food and drinks having just returned. As 6pm drew nearer the 
number of  hashers increased and the ever generous host welcomed all. When 
they had left for the run he then went to get the food giving Samy instructions 
for the beer to be subsidized.
It was a short run on track as requested by the Host and many returned by 
6.45pm except for Silentman and Flying Duck. With the beer flowing and food 
aplenty it was a party-like atmosphere.
We had the circle by 8pm as the threat of  rain was in the air. It was a lively 
circle and the rest of  the evening was most enjoyable. Members started to move 
off  throughout the evening and most had left by 9.30pm with the exception of  a 
select few and friends of  the Hare.
It then started to rain and so I left around 10pm with everything seemingly un-
der control but the party was still going and more people were arriving. You can 
imagine the shock the next morning when I received a phone call from the lead-
er of  the hiking group, who use that area as a base, complaining of  the rubbish 
and beer bottles left behind as well as the disarray of  the runsite and he sent 
photos to prove the fact! I naturally had to apologise to him and said I would 
find out what happened after I left the previous evening.
This is not what Harriets or any Hashers do!! We keep our run sites clean and 
tidy so that we are welcomed back or at least we should not have the finger 
pointed at us for making a mess and leaving it for others to clean up!
Although it is the responsibility of  the host to ensure the place is left clean and 
tidy we ALL have a duty to ensure that it is so by discarding our rubbish prop-
erly and helping to maintain a clean environment.
By Friday evening I was getting calls and complaints from other Hash Chap-
ters regarding this matter, all asking why the Harriets had left the place in such 
a mess to which I have no answer as I was not there at the end of  the evening. 
However I do say this: I hope that it NEVER happens again!!! 
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1. We had one guest this week, Hasha. She has perhaps only one more run with 
us before she leaves Penang so we hope she can make it. If  not Bon Voyage and 
we hope to see you again in the future.
2. A charge from the GM then saw Hasha back on the ice. Apparently the GM 
and Hasha were sitting on a bench chatting but then Hasha would not get up un-
til the GM did so first. The reason?? She thought the bench might tip over if  the 
GM was still sitting there!!!
3. Sagar was next on ice. Firstly as an introduction to all since he is a member. 
Secondly for going MIA after joining!!

Circle 
Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

2494 28-11-19 Jackpot Jalan Ketitir
2495 5-12-19 Kendra Lembah Permai, shoplots
2496 12-12-19 Christmas Run TBA
2497 19-12-19 BC Lim TBA
2498 26-12-19 Take Care TBA

2489 24-10-19 Mark D Shamrock Beach, watertank
2490 31-10-19 Diwali Run Bee Gallery
2491 7-11-19 Mini Sausage Mini Sausage’s runsite, behind Is-

land Resort
2492 14-11-19 Akz Hole Bee Gallery
2493 21-11-19 Wankston Churchill Shamrock Beach, watertank

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
Hareline 2019

Next Week we are at Charlie’s Market,  
for Fancy Pants’ Run,

Please come and support 
Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.
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4. A CFTF by Fancy Pants saw the GM on ice. The charge was for not doing 
the set run but doing her own run in the afternoon!!
5. The Co-hares were next as an acknowledgement for setting a good but short 
run as the Hare was busy cooking at home!!
6. A CFTF by someone then saw Take Care on ice. He had been calling for iced 
water for all the charges and so he got his reward by having the container of  
water poured over him.
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Pictures of  the evening 

7. Hare on ice! Thank you Sayor for the evening’s hosting. It was a good run, 
great food, whisky and subsidized beer.
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4, Justbeer 18, Akz Hole

October
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Funnies
I got my boyfriend a “Get better soon” card.
He’s not ill or anything, but he could definitely get better.

We had a party in the office yesterday. As the evening progressed, a rather over-
weight male coworker of  mine decided to dance on the table. I remarked: “Wow, 
really impressive legs!”
He blushed and asked if  I really meant it. “Absolutely, Peter! An average table 
would have collapsed by now!”

A guy walks into a pharmacy: “I have extreme headaches, my belly cramps, I 
feel like I’m about to vomit and my back hurts like something tears the muscles 
apart. Do you have something?”
Pharmacists: “Nope, I feel fine.”
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Good Morning to all GM, On Sex and all beloved hashers.
We have decided our Penang 5th joint hash run as follows :

Date : 7 December 2019 sat
Venue : Sg Lembu Industrial Park
Registration fee : 50.00 per pax.
OC : Mr Bean,  Butterworth Hazards 

Kindly register yourself  thru your chapter with t shirt size before 30th 
Oct 2019.
Looking forward to Yr support. on on.
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Penang International Hash Hounds 
1000th Run 

Saturday, November 30, 2019 
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Invitation Runs
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


